luna.agency is a well established Austrian marketing agency based in Vienna and Innsbruck. To cover the needs of our
customers in a fast-paced digital world we started our in-house development department called luna-x. The aim of
luna-x is to apply the newest technologies and IT-trends (serverless microservices, blockchain, IoT etc.) to marketing.
We are currently looking for a motivated and talented

Fullstack Software Engineer aka Code Wizard
to beef up the luna-x team in Vienna.
Do you love to work in a small and independent team? Do you see challenges rather than problems? Do you think
outside the box? Well, you’ve come to the right place.
Your responsibilities:
Improving our existing technology stack
Designing and developing new features
Testing and reviewing newest technologies
Your skill sets and experiences:
University/high school degree in IT (university, FH, HTL)
At least 2 years of professional experience in software development
Experienced with scalable web projects
Hands-on experience with microservices and serverless infrastructure (AWS, Google Cloud, MS Azure)
Expert knowledge of the usual programming languages and databases (SQL, NoSQL)
Clean code advocate
Fast learner and always excited to discover something new
What we oﬀer:
The best of both worlds: Startup mentality in a well established company
Flexible and dev-friendly working times with the possibility of home oﬃce
Hardware of your choice (Macbook, Dell, Thinkpad etc.)
Working with an agile framework (SCRUM)
The possibility to propose and implement your own product ideas
Flat hierarchy and short decision making processes
Free drinks and free coﬀee
Brand new oﬃce located in the center of Vienna
Exciting and nerdy discussions during lunch breaks (from quantum computers to the deeper meaning of 42)
You can expect a competitive compensation based on your experience (minimum gross salary: € 40.000,- per year).

If you have any questions don't hesitate to contact us. We are looking forward to receiving your
application (email to hire@luna.agency)!

www.luna.agency

